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Why we created GOALS

Motivation: So volunteers know how close they
are to achieving a goal

Recognition: So it's easier to acknowledge and
award volunteers

Communication: So everyone is on the same
page
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What types of 
GOALS can I create in Helper Helper?

Feature Goals Admin-Only Goals Targeted Goals

Highlight progress towards
important goals on the app home
screen and portal volunteer profile.

Track progress towards goals in
your admin portal without

exposing them to your volunteers.

Target specific teams so that only
those volunteers are eligible to

participate in the goal.



GOAL Requirements
With Helper Helper GOALS you will be able to create
complex requirements that need to be achieved in order
for a volunteer to be awarded with that specific goal.

Set a specific date range within which commitments
must be completed to apply towards goal

The goal target can be defined as a total of validated
hours or a number of commitments attended

A goal can be set to count only events completed
under a specific categories or organizations

Goals can include or exclude events submitted
through 'Add Past Commitment' on the app
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Goal progress and awards are
automatically calculated and kept

up to date for all volunteers
 

Only validated commitments count
towards each goal requirement

 
Detailed goal award status for each
volunteer can be downloaded from

the goal detail screen

TIERS AWARDS
Goals can have multiple tiers. For
example: Bronze, Silver and Gold

 
Multiple tiers allow your volunteers to
strive towards the highest  levels of

achievement
 

A user will not be awarded a higher tier
until all lower tiers have been met
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Mangaing your
GOALS

Track the status of your goal awards to see how
your volunteers are engaging with the community. 

Download detailed reports to see the progress of
each user towards their goal completion, and if
completed, the date it was awarded.


